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Abstract: Assessing the access to fire service at an urban scale involves accounting for geographical impedance, demand, and supply, thus both spatial and non-spatial dimensions must be taken into account. Therefore, in this paper, an optimized two-step floating catchment area (F-2SFCA) method is proposed for measuring urban fire service access, which incorporates the effects of both spatial and non-spatial factors into fire service access. The proposed model is conducted in a case study to assess the fire service accessibility of Nanjing City, China, and then compares its differences and strengths to the existing 2SFCA (two-step floating catchment area) methods. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method effectively quantifies the actual fire service needs and reflects a more realistic spatial pattern of accessibility (i.e., high accessibility level corresponded to a low fire service needs). In addition, we test the relationship between service accessibility and the facility busyness using the inverted 2SFCA method. The empirical findings indicate that the weighted average accessibility obtained by F-2SFCA is reciprocal to facility busyness across the study area (based on a 5-min catchment), and fits an obvious nonlinear correlation with the high R-square values. The above results further prove the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method in characterizing the accessibility of fire services.
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1. Introduction

Fire stations, as important public service facilities that provide professional fire services, came into existence with the aim of fighting fires, natural disasters, and other local hazards [1]. Nowadays, there exist many problems in the utilization of fire facilities in China, such as the dispersal of fire stations and fire hydrants, larger areas of responsibility, and inefficient service capabilities. Therefore, the rationality for the spatial distribution of fire facilities affects their allocation fairness and efficiency, and the quantity and quality of public services. To guarantee adequate access to fire services, reasonable planning and allocation of fire facilities require the accurate measurement of accessibility to the actual service demand locations.

Good access to public services that provide adequate resources or facilities is widely regarded as an important indicator for the quality of urban life, such as healthcare, green space, transit stations, and other basic amenities. For fire emergency services, high accessibility levels help improve the efficiency of operational response, and reduce injuries and deaths. Accessibility is often defined as the ease and comfort with which a person reaches a facility or an activity (e.g., health care, food stores) from a particular location [2,3]. Generally, accessibility involves two elements: (i) regional availability and (ii) regional
proximity [2]. The regional availability can be considered as the ratio of supply-demand for each demand location in a given threshold. The regional proximity accounts for the spatial interactions between supply and demand sides. The gravity model is the combination of availability and accessibility [4,5], although it is reasonable in theory, it involves much computation and the result is not intuitive to interpret [6]. To handle the above limitations, the floating catchment area (FCA) method was put forward, which incorporated three critical factors in measuring accessibility level: potential demand, supply, and geographic impedance [6]. Unlike traditional gravity-based model, the FCA method defines catchment areas by measuring travel cost on a continuous scale using floating catchment areas instead of set boundaries. Thus, the FCA method can be utilized to account for spatial variability in demand and supply for services across areas. Building on original version of FCA, various modified versions of FCA metrics have been developed to measure accessibility [7–10]. Among these extensions, the two-step floating catchment area method (2SFCA) is the most frequently used in numerous research and applications. The 2SFCA is a special case of the gravity model, which is more intuitive and easier to interpret and calculate than the original gravity model. A major advancement in the 2SFCA method is the use of catchments that are specific to population and service locations rather than based on the predefined districts [11,12]. As a result of the above advantages, the 2SFCA model has been extensively applied to the spatial accessibility analysis in a number of applications [7,8,13,14]. Furthermore, in order to obtain more reliable measures of the accessibility to services, many improvements of the 2SFCA models have been developed. For example, McGrail and Humphreys introduced a capped access threshold to define the catchment size based on different weights in the whole city areas [7,8]. Luo and Whippo (2012) proposed a variable two-step floating catchment area method to dynamically determine catchment sizes by gradually increasing the catchment until a base physician-to-population ratio was met [15]. Given truly optimal configurations are highly unlikely in real cases, a modified two-step floating catchment area (M2SFCA) metric was presented to address this issue [16]. Recently, Kocatepe et al. (2017) utilized an empirical-Gaussian two-step floating catchment area (EG-2SFCA) method to investigate the exposure of different population groups to severe injury crash hotspots based on roadway network distances and a socioeconomic-based weighting approach [17].

Numerous studies have used different types of accessibility measures to estimate access to healthcare or other public services, however, little if any consideration has been given to the accessibility of urban emergency services. Fire service access may be considered as the interface between potential fire hazard locations and fire prevention resources, and is affected by characteristics of both those who provide and those who utilize the services. With regard to the supply side, quick access to the fire scene and the implementation of timely and effective fire services are critical to reducing the loss of lives and properties. From the demand side, high-risk fire regions require more services than areas where they rarely happen. The assessment of spatial access to fire service involves accounting for spatial interaction, supply, and demand, and is influenced by spatial and non-spatial effects. With respect to the spatial aspect, access to fire services may be affected by a series of factors, including the spatial distribution of fire facilities, time, or distance impedance to available services. Due to the special characteristics of fire services, the inappropriate allocation of prevention resources and unreasonable distance impedance may hinder the effective implementation of immediate services. For the non-spatial perspective, fire service needs and facility capacity are two important elements in assessing the supply-demand relationship of spatial accessibility. Fire service needs reflect a residential area’s potential fire risk state (e.g., fire occurrence frequency and fire-prone spots), as places where fires often occur demand more fire services. Conventional measures are based on population size or density to estimate service needs, however, these approaches may overlook the characteristics and complexity of emergency services and result in misleading estimates. The service quality of the fire station depends on its specialization, response experience, and number of firefighting appliances serving in it. However, the accurate measurement is complex and difficult. For simplicity, in this study fire facility capacity is classified according to the number of fire fighters and fire trucks serving in them. Usually, larger facility capacity, smaller population size, and weaker distance impedance indicate
higher spatial access to facility services [14]. Besides, facility busyness (stress level or crowdedness) is an important non-spatial measurement to reflect the supply-to-demand ratio [18]. In this paper, facility busyness is used to measure the degree of congestion for a service provided at a fire station.

In this article, an improved 2SFCA based on a fire service (F-2SFCA) approach is proposed by incorporating both spatial and non-spatial factors in assessing the spatial accessibility of fire services. Specifically, it incorporates a service competition model to solve the impact of both spatial impedance (distance or time) and facility capacity on spatial accessibility [19], and quantifies the demand for fire services by establishing a weighted sum coefficient based on population size, fire frequency, and floor area. Then, it compares and analyzes the differences in the results calculated by the original 2SFCA, the 2SFCA with spatial factors, and the proposed F-2SFCA models in the case study of access to urban fire services. Finally, it utilizes the facility busyness effect of i2SFCA (inverted two-step floating catchment area) to explain why the proposed F-2SFCA method tends to show a higher accessibility score in residential locations corresponding to a lower busyness in fire facilities there, as well as to further verify its rationality to measure accessibility for urban fire service [18].

2. Review of Key Improvements for the Floating Catchment Area Methods

2.1. Improvement 1: Addition of Distance Decay Function

Choosing an appropriate distance decay function is the primary issue in building a spatial accessibility model. Several studies have created distance-decay functions in some cases [20], among them, the three most frequently used impedance functions include continuous function (e.g., gravity-type function), discrete step-wise function, or a hybrid function form of the previous two. However, there is little empirical evidence to guide the appropriate functional form for the distance decay weights. In practical application, the selection of distance decay function forms should be based on the actual travel behaviors in the case studied. In this study, we use the kernel density weight function to explain the distance decay. The kernel density type function belongs to a concave function; when the distance is smaller, the decay rate of accessibility with distance is slower, whereas the greater the distance, the faster the decay [21]. The concrete formulation can be written as

\[ g(d_{ij}) = \frac{3}{4} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{d_{ij}}{d_0} \right)^2 \right], \quad d_{ij} \leq d_0 \]  

where \( g(d_{ij}) \) is the distance impedance based on the kernel density function, \( d_{ij} \) is the travel distance from \( i \) to \( j \), and \( d_0 \) is the threshold travel distance.

2.2. Improvement 2: Addition of Service Competition Model

The second issue is with respect to the potential for competition among multiple facilities. The conventional version of 2SFCA models are deficient in illuminating the resource allocation effect, given their inappropriate assumption of population demand, and therefore may lead to overestimation for some facilities in some cases. To handle this limitation, Wan et al. (2012) proposed a three-step floating catchment area method (3SFCA) to effectively resolve the inaccurate estimation of demand in the E2SFCA method [14]. The primary contribution of the 3SFCA method over previous models lies in its more reasonable assumption of the competition of multiple facilities. Moreover, the competition among service facilities is attached to the original E2SFCA model.

However, the competition weight of the 3SFCA does not consider the supply side effect on peoples’ choice. Therefore, it is necessary to alter the competition weight by adjusting the facility capacity differences between the available facilities. Aiming to address the overestimation or underestimation of population demand, a modified method was proposed by Luo J (2014), which integrated the Huff Model and the floating catchment area method, and the improvement will be helpful for facility resource planning and allocation [19].
2.3. Improvement 3: Addition of Non-Spatial Factors

Public facility service access is determined by multiple factors and needs to account for both spatial and non-spatial dimensions simultaneously [22,23]. In this paper, residential service demand and facility capacity are considered as important non-spatial factors to emphasize the connection between non-spatial effect and service access. Due to the complexity of calculating the service needs, it is difficult to distinguish the actual needs for fire services within each basic statistical unit [24]. If a region has a low fire incidence rate, then the relative service demand within that population is lower than denoted by only the raw population size [25]. In other words, high fire risk regions should be assigned larger weights to residential areas with high service needs. For the accurate estimation of fire service needs, in this study the fire frequency effect is integrated to quantify the service demand.

Fire facility busyness refers to the ratio between the demand amount of the service and fire facility supply capacity. Recently, Wang (2017) introduced the inverted 2SFCA (i2SFCA) method to assess potential busyness for facilities in areas where inhabitants had better access to healthcare, meanwhile those hospitals in the same areas were often less crowded [18]. In other words, a higher accessibility score in residential areas corresponded to a lower busyness in facilities nearby. By converting the supply and demand forms in the original 2SFCA method, it utilized the i2SFCA method to measure the “busyness” for a service facility. By comparison formulations, we conclude that the average accessibility derived by 2SFCA and the busyness derived by i2SFCA are the reciprocal of each other (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>2SFCA</th>
<th>i2SFCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measuring service accessibility at a demand location (i)</td>
<td>Calculate the supply-demand ratio ( R_i ): ( R_i = S_i / \sum_{k=1}^{n} D_k g(d_{ij}) )</td>
<td>Measuring busyness at a supply location (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquire the service accessibility ( A_i ): ( A_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} [r_j g(d_{ij})] = \sum_{j=1}^{m} [S_j g(d_{ij}) / \sum_{k=1}^{n} (D_k g(d_{ij}))] )</td>
<td>Acquire the facility busyness ( C_j ): ( C_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} [r_i g(d_{ij})] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} [D_i g(d_{ij}) / \sum_{k=1}^{n} (S_k g(d_{ki}))] )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>Average accessibility and busyness are reciprocal of each other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The Proposed F-2SFCA Method for Fire Service

Understanding fire service access requires considering both the spatial and non-spatial factors and their interactions. With respect to the spatial dimension, access to services is determined by where the fire facilities are distributed and their supply capacity, and the distance or time impedance from the fire services to residential location. The competition weight of a residential location on fire services is considered in this study, which represents the probability for residents to access to a service site out of all the available service sites within the catchment. Furthermore, a continuous kernel density function is employed instead of the arbitrarily defined subzones of the previous floating catchment area methods. Regarding the non-spatial perspective, fire service needs reflected the true utilization behavior of the population, because various population groups have different levels of fire service needs. However, the quantization of service demand was simply defined by its service population size in previous studies [12]. Statistics show that more than 70% of urban fires take place in city-building-dense regions and residential areas due to their relatively higher fire occurrence frequencies. In this paper we particularly focus on the two significant factors assessing urban fire risk: historical fire incidence and the number of casualties [26]. Generally, high fire incidence areas tend to utilize more fire services because of their potential fire risks. To quantify the actual utilization behavior of fire services for each residential area, in this study a fire service needs indicator is used to weigh the demand. Finally, the effect of spatial and non-spatial factors are integrated within the 2SFCA method to estimate access. The spatial and non-spatial factors used in this study are shown in Figure 1.
3.1. Measuring Fire Service Accessibility Integrating Spatial and Non-Spatial Factors

3.1.1. Modeling Spatial Effect Utilizing Spatial Interaction Model

Since fire services are not evenly distributed, spatial impedance between supply and demand locations is deemed to be a key access barrier for fire service. Instead of dividing the catchment area into several subzones, we applied the kernel density distance decay function continuously in each catchment, which avoided the effects of pre-defined subzones. The distance decay function expression is shown in Equation (1).

Analysis of the facility competition scheme is critical to moderate the inappropriate assumption of facility resource allocation [14]. With the aim of overcoming the problem of both over or under estimating population demand, the distance decay function and service facility capacity are integrated to calculate the facility competition weight. Consequently, a competition weight between each fire service location \( j \) and residential location \( i \) is calculated by Equation (2), which depends on two parameters: distance to the service facility and fire service capacity.

\[
K_{ij} = \frac{S_j \times g(d_{ij})}{\sum_{h \in [d_h \leq d_0]} S_h \times g(d_{ih})}
\]  

where \( K_{ij} \) expresses the competition weight between residential location \( i \) and fire facility location \( j \); \( d_{ij} \) represents the travel time (measured by shortest-path distance) from residential location \( i \) to any fire facility location \( j \) within the catchment; \( d_0 \) indicates the maximum threshold distance (10 min in this study); \( d_{ih} \) is the travel time between residential location \( i \) and the fire facility location \( h \) (i.e., \( d_{ih} \leq d_0 \)); \( g(d) \) is the distance impedance function defined in Equation (1), which determines how travel time impacts the accessibility; \( S_j \) is the supply capacity (here denoted by the product of firefighters and fire-engines) of service facility \( j \) and \( S_h \) is the supply capacity at location \( h \) within the catchment (i.e., \( d_{ih} \leq d_0 \)).

3.1.2. Assessing Non-Spatial Effect by Quantifying Service Needs

Residential areas differ in terms of fire service needs in line with their building structure, population density, neighboring environment, and other non-spatial characteristics [27]. Based on the historical fire incidence and the number of casualties in each residential area \( i \), we developed a fire service needs indicator. In this study, the fire service needs in residential location \( i \) is measured as the probability of affecting fire service access in the non-spatial dimension, \( \beta_i \), defined by a weighted sum expression:

\[
\beta_i = \left( \frac{F_i}{F_{\text{max}}} \right) + \left( \frac{E_i}{E_{\text{max}}} \right)
\]
where $F_i$ represents the number of fires in residential location $i$ and $F_{\text{max}}$ expresses the largest number of fires in all areas; $E_i$ indicates the number of casualties in residential location $i$; and $E_{\text{max}}$ denotes the largest the number of casualties in all areas; the value of $\beta_i$ lies between 0 and 2. This can be understood as the higher the fire frequency and larger casualties in an area, the higher the service demand.

To moderate the overestimation or underestimation of population demand on fire service facilities in the E2SFCA, the weighted sum expression is then added to the calculation of the demand for fire service. That is,

$$D_i = \beta_i \times P_i \quad (4)$$

where $D_i$ represents the adjusted demand of residential location $i$ for fire service, $P_i$ is the population size (number of dwellers) in residential location $i$.

### 3.2. Integrating Spatial and Non-Spatial Effects within the 2SFCA Method

Based on these improvements above, we aim to incorporate spatial and non-spatial factors within the 2SFCA model to improve the accuracy of fire service accessibility analysis; here, we refer to the improved 2SFCA method based on fire services as the F-2SFCA model in this study. The modified steps are implemented as follows:

Inspired by the previous research [5,6,14,15], this article applies multiple travel time zones across a catchment to differentiate accessibility scores. First, we define a 10-min maximum catchment size for each fire facility. Then, we divide each catchment into three travel time zones (0–5 min and 5–10 min) and calculate the supply-demand ratio $R$ for a service facility $j$ by

$$R_j = \frac{S_j}{\sum_{r=1,2} \sum_{l \in D_r} D_l \times K_{lj} \times g(d_{lj})} = \frac{S_j}{\sum_{l \in D_1} D_l \times K_{lj} \times g(d_{lj}) + \sum_{l \in D_2} D_l \times K_{lj} \times g(d_{lj})} \quad (5)$$

where $D_l$ is the adjusted potential demand of residential location $l$ for fire service facility $j$; $D_r$ is the $r$-th travel time zone ($r = 1, 2$) that falls within the catchment.

Considering the distance impedance within a catchment and facility competition weight, the accessibility score of residential location $i$ can be revised as:

$$A_i = \sum_{r=1,2,j \in D_r} K_{ij} \times R_j \times g(d_{ij}) = \sum_{j \in D_1} K_{ij} \times R_j \times g(d_{ij}) + \sum_{j \in D_2} K_{ij} \times R_j \times g(d_{ij}) \quad (6)$$

where $A_i$ represents the accessibility of residential location $i$ to fire services.

### 3.3. Measuring Facility Busyness

To achieve the goal of optimizing the allocation of fire facility resources, reasonable service planning requires reliable measures of the potential busyness for fire facilities. This paper utilizes the i2SFCA method to capture the busyness for fire facilities. As mentioned previously, the total amount of service demand served by any facility $j$ within the catchment can be indicated by

$$V_j = \sum_{r=1,2} \sum_{l \in D_r} D_l \times K_{lj} \times g(d_{lj}) \quad (7)$$

Hence, the ratio of total demand to total supply capacity is represented as

$$C_j = V_j/S_j \quad (8)$$

where the ratio $C_j$ can be considered as the potential busyness of the fire facility (e.g., patients per hospital). The higher value $C_j$ demonstrates that a facility tends to be more crowded.
4. Case Study

4.1. Study Area and Datasets

Our case study focuses on the central part of Nanjing metropolitan area, China, which covers an area of about 1043 km², with a total population of more than 5.23 million in 2016 (see Figure 2). In accordance with “The 13th Five-Year Plan for City Fire Planning of Nanjing”, published by the Nanjing Fire Department in 2017, the following five types of high-risk fire regions (as depicted in Figure 2c) were confirmed in the urban areas of Nanjing: massive high-rise building concentrated areas, urban commercial concentration zones, underground spaces, chemical industry parks, and urban villages [28]. For these reasons, Nanjing is selected as a typical case study area for fire service access.

In China, residential quarters are the smallest geographic units for neighborhoods where extensive socioeconomic statistics are available [29,30]. Hence, the residential quarter is used as the basic spatial analysis unit in the case study (a total of 2203, shown in Figure 2a). In addition, to obtain more accurate results, the entrance locations (point vector data) of each residential quarter (based on residential boundary data) are used to represent the centroid of population distribution. Our case study involved three categories of datasets: (1) Administrative boundaries of the study area, road network, and other geographical features (e.g., the terrains, the Yangtze River, and the lakes) were provided by the Nanjing Bureau of Surveying and Mapping; (2) demographic data for the residential quarter (residential locations distribution and population size) were collected from the Real Estate Information Center of Nanjing; (3) fire incident records (a total of 1428 fire cases) for 2015–2016 (e.g., fire source location, address, arrival time, burned area, fatality, or injury, etc.) and fire facility conditions (e.g., the number of firefighters, fire engines, and extinguishing equipment) were obtained from the Jiangsu Province Fire Department.

Travel time was estimated as the shortest time through the road networks between any pair of resident locations and fire stations, which can be calculated using the Origin–Destination cost matrix function of the ArcGIS Network Analyst Tool. Considering that the travel time between two...
locations in an urban network depends on local street speed, thus we use speed limit to differentiate the traffic conditions.

Regulations of the Ministry of Public Security (GNJ 1-82) [31]: The primary principle of urban fire station distribution is that firefighters can reach the farthest point of its coverage area in 5 min after they get the fire alarm. Construction Standard of City Fire Station (JB 152-2017) [32]: the “15 min fire time” can be divided into several steps: discover fire (4 min), call alarm (2.5 min), receive alarm (1 min), rush to the spot (4 min), and extinguish fire (3.5 min). Hence, the optimal response time (from receiving alarm to reaching the fire scene) for fire service is within 5 min. Despite the fire department regulation of a 5 min travel time, the fact is that fire vehicles driving on urban roads will be affected by actual road conditions (e.g., speed limits, one-way roads, and traffic signals) that may result in response time delays. In addition, choosing an appropriate catchment size is very important because it determines whether a service location is accessible. Considering the above factors, in this paper two thresholds ranging from 0 to 10 min with a 5 min increment have been mapped (see Figure 3). Catchment sizes less than 5 min will result in zero accessibility in many residential locations, making it difficult to exhibit the fire service accessibility differences. The 5-min increment is selected to examine the variation in accessibility resulting from different thresholds, which is in line with previous studies [11,33].

Figure 3. Spatial difference of fire service time accessibility in the study area.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

In our accessibility modeling for fire services, three methods are compared, including the original 2SFCA model, the 2SFCA incorporating additional spatial factors (e.g., continuous distance decay function, facility capacity, and facility competition weight), as well as the proposed F-2SFCA method. In order to find out the differences between the different models, quartile classification is employed to sort out the accessibility scores by descending order. The first 25% of the sorted accessibility scores are assigned a high level, the next 25%–50%, 50%–75%, and the last 25% are assigned medium, low, and very low levels, respectively. Specifically, comparisons are made according to the relative position
of the residential quarters’ accessibility scores in the three pre-defined districts (areas located in fire high-risk regions). The list of the districts selected for the study with the fire service characteristics are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Details of districts selected for case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region I</td>
<td>391,548</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.60 km</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region II</td>
<td>399,867</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.11 km</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region III</td>
<td>296,376</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.45 km</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: F1: the number of fires, F2: the number of fatalities, F3: the number of casualties, F4: the average travel distance from residential quarter to the nearest fire station, F5: demand/supply ratio (the population size of residential quarters with fires to total facility capacity).

Figure 4 presents the accessibility scores calculated by the original 2SFCA model. Referring back to Figure 2, it can be seen that accessibility scores are high in populous urban centers where fire facility resources are concentrated, and are relatively low in sparsely populated suburbs. The original 2SFCA method demonstrates the resulting pattern of high accessibility in residential quarters within the service catchment and low or very low accessibility outside the catchment. Figure 5 shows the accessibility result map after considering spatial factors, which seems to reveal a more reasonable spatial distribution of accessibility scores when compared to Figure 4 (without considering distance impedance), since incorporating the distance decay function can effectively account for the travel impedance effect within each service catchment throughout the study area [34]. As presented in Figure 5, the highest accessibility is predominantly concentrated in the three urban areas: the central, southern, and northeastern sections. The above areas owned more available fire prevention resources and a perfect transportation network, which means that people in the urban core districts spend less time obtaining fire services than those in the suburbs. In contrast, the southern and northeastern parts of the urban areas had the second-highest accessibility scores, like the Hexi and Xianlin regions. These are newly-developed districts of Nanjing, where the spatial distributions of the residential quarters in Nanjing are extremely even and the infrastructure is adequate to adapt the higher housing occupancy rate. Figure 6 displays the results of applying our proposed F-2SFCA method to measure fire service accessibility, which exhibits a different accessibility pattern due to the integration of spatial and non-spatial factors. As expected, the high accessibility scores are generally nearby for fire service sites considering both the distance impedance and facility capacity such as regions I and II in Figure 6. Compared with Figure 5, several detailed changes in accessibility scores from Figure 6 are noteworthy; the major divergence occurs in the north and south of the downtown district and presents a large discrepancy between the accessibility scores (that is, the north part appeared as medium accessibility, while the south part assumed a high level). This can be explained by the additional non-spatial factor effect, showing that more fire service needs are located in the north, resulting in a relatively low accessibility compared with the south [15]. It can be concluded that although urban center regions are usually abundant in public resources and have short travel distances, there is a highly aggregated population, frequent fire accidents, and high service needs [35], which ultimately may result in the shortage of fire service resources.
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**Figure 4.** Spatial distribution of accessibility scores using the original 2SFCA method.

**Figure 5.** Spatial distribution of accessibility scores using the 2SFCA method incorporating additional spatial factors.
For a better understanding of the differences between the different methods, we count a list of fire service parameters that could affect fire service access. As presented in Table 3, within the three groupings (region I, region II, and region III), there is a consistent pattern between decreasing travel distance and increasing accessibility scores due to the incorporation of distance decay function. Clearly, the geographical proximity to fire services has a great effect on accessibility levels. As discussed previously, fire service need reflects a weighting factor for the demand side of fire services. However, the actual fire service demand will be affected by factors such as service population size, fire incidence, and fire facility capacity. To emphasize the importance of non-spatial factors in measuring the accessibility score, fire frequency and demand-supply ratio are two indices used to compare the results obtained by the existing models and our proposed model (see Table 3). Hence, a high fire frequency or demand-supply ratio represents a high demand for fire services. In region I, areas with high fire frequency and high demand-supply ratio (52% for 81 and 64% for 107) are categorized into the high accessibility level using the original 2SFCA and the 2SFCA method incorporating additional spatial factors. Whereas areas with high accessibility tend to keep a low fire frequency and demand-supply ratio (14.1%, 20), as assessed by the proposed method, this means that a low fire service need reduces a facility’s catchment size, and thus leads to high access. As illustrated in region II, residential quarters are usually rich in fire resources and have short distances. Compared with the first two methods, the proposed F-2SFCA method decreases the proportion of residential quarters with high fire service need in high accessibility areas (45%). Because the proposed model can capture the effect of demand-to-supply ratio change on accessibility scores. For region III, the results reveals that as the accessibility level decreases, the changes of demand-supply ratio tends to increase accordingly. In this table, the accessibility results using the F-2SFCA method show a significant difference in the distribution of fire service access. That is, high fire service needs increase the population size competing for access to available fire resources. Therefore, the residential quarters with high accessibility scores correspond to low fire service needs. The above results reveal that our proposed model focuses on other non-spatial factors in addition to spatial factors, and yields an integrated effect for fire service accessibility assessment.
### Table 3. The parameters describing fire service difference changes calculated by different methods in three pre-defined regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessibility Level</th>
<th>The Original 2SFCA</th>
<th>The 2SFCA Incorporating Additional Spatial Factors</th>
<th>The F-2SFCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>F1 %</td>
<td>F5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>1.50 km</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>3.18 km</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>4.23 km</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
<td>3.61 km</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>1.33 km</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>2.21 km</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>3.32 km</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>2.53 km</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>2.92 km</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
<td>4.11 km</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: F4: the average travel distance from residential quarter to the nearest fire station. F1: the number of fires. F5: demand/supply ratio (the population size of residential quarters with fires to total facility capacity).

4.3. Evaluating the Performance of F-2SFCA by Inverted 2SFCA

Travel distance, service needs, and fire facility capacity are key features in assessing fire service accessibility. The 2SFCA method has been broadly used as an effective approach to estimate spatial accessibility. Recently, an i2SFCA method was proposed by Wang (2017), which revealed that a higher accessibility value in residential quarters was closely related to a lower busyness in facilities there [14]. Motivated by rational derivation, in this paper, we aimed to examine the relationship between resident-based accessibility and facility-oriented busyness, and further validate the reasonableness of the proposed F-2SFCA method.

Accurate measurements are difficult to implement regarding the busyness of the fire facility. In this case study, the facility busyness is assessed by the ratio of demand amount within the catchment of a service to facility capacity. Figure 7 presents the accessibility scores of the residential quarters and facility busyness values across the whole study area based on a 5-min catchment. The result showed that the average accessibility score in the residential quarters around each fire station dropped as the fire facility busyness increased. The corresponding relationship between the accessibility scores and facility busyness fits the logarithm function quite well with the high R-squared value (0.61), as presented in Figure 8. In addition, the average congestion index in the study area is 76, which is exactly equal to the inverse of the weighted average accessibility (i.e., 1/0.013). The resulting patterns are largely consistent when selecting other distance decay functional forms or adopting different catchment sizes. In conclusion, the analysis results clearly demonstrate that the average accessibility calculated by the F-2SFCA method is the reciprocal of the average facility busyness across the whole study area.
Our contribution is the combination and adaptation of these factors to produce an integrated model including traffic conditions, distance impedance, fire service capacity, fire frequency, and floor area. The access to fire services in urban residential areas. The proposed method drew on a range of factors, and non-spatial factors. Thus, in this article, we present an improved F-2SFCA method to measure fire service accessibility in residential areas.

5. Conclusions

Fire service accessibility in residential areas changes with space and is affected by both spatial and non-spatial factors. Thus, in this article, we present an improved F-2SFCA method to measure the access to fire services in urban residential areas. The proposed method drew on a range of factors, including traffic conditions, distance impedance, fire service capacity, fire frequency, and floor area. Our contribution is the combination and adaptation of these factors to produce an integrated model.
of fire service access. The major advantage of the improved F-2SFCA model over previous studies is that our proposed method develop a weighted sum coefficient to adjust the “real” fire service demand behavior in residential areas, which highlights the relationship between the non-spatial dimension and fire access. Moreover, this research adopts the smallest available geographical unit (residential quarters) as census tracts, which enabled our proposed method to measure access at a fine scale. As a result, application of the proposed method is likely to obtain a more realistic distribution of fire service access.

Accordingly, a case study was designed in an urban area of Nanjing, China, to test the sensitivity of the proposed method. When comparing the results of F-2SFCA against the 2SFCA that incorporated spatial factors, the spatial distribution of accessibility scores in suburban areas is almost consistent due to the influence of the distance decay function. However, there is a great difference in the distributions of the accessibility scores in the urban center areas between the above two approaches. To be specific, the 2SFCA method incorporating spatial factors focuses on the distance decay effect and catchment size in characterizing the fire service accessibility, and as a result, high accessibility residential quarters are generally close to the fire facility or within each catchment. The proposed F-2SFCA model is concerned not only with the spatial interactions between fire facilities and residential locations, but with which factors affect the actual fire service demand. Compared with the original 2SFCA model, the major changes in accessibility scores appeared in the downtown districts due to the consideration of fire frequency and floor area. By employing the proposed approach, the findings reflect a more realistic spatial pattern of fire service behavior. That is, a residential area with a high fire incidence will accordingly have an increased demand for fire services. The facility busyness effect inherited from the i2SFCA method reveals that the weighted average accessibility calculated by the 2SFCA and i2SFCA-exported busyness are mutually reciprocal. Based on this theory, the experimental results show that the weighted average crowded in the study area calculated by the F-2SFCA is 76, which is exactly the reciprocal of the aforementioned weighted average accessibility score of 0.013, and further proves that our proposed F-2SFCA method is feasible and reasonable.

Fire facilities are one of the indispensable utilities of urban areas that offer safety and comfort for inhabitants. Built on previous FCA metrics, this study presents a synthetic methodological framework integrating spatial and non-spatial dimensions for capturing more detailed spatial variation of fire service accessibility. However, there are still limitations with our proposed method. First, due to the lack of available empirical data on “real” fire service demand behavior, our study only utilizes the fire incidence and the number of casualties, two factors that weigh population demand, while in reality there might be many other factors that should be considered. Second, our work in the study is highly case dependent and the results cannot be generalized to other regional areas, as fire service access results are highly sensitive to neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics within a metropolitan context. Future studies may consider these limitations and develop more advanced models to quantify fire service demand.
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